
 Berlin, capital city and the largest of Germany, is the 

perfect place for the European Broker Meeting 2011 and the 

most ambitious event in terms of attendees for the Computer 

Trading Industry. This year we aim to bring over 350 attendees 

and promote the largest networking get-together for brokers, 

wholesalers, computer traders and manufacturers in the world.  

 THE EUROPEAN BROKER MEETING 2011  

 The European Broker Meeting is an 

opportunity to meet all the greatest 

players in our industry in one place at the 

same time. With the objective of 

encouraging the safe trading, strong 

business relationships and personal 

contact, this networking event offers a 

series of activities and venues for leisure 

which promote the exchange between 

representatives of Member companies of 

www.TheBrokerSite.com: Europe’s 

Largest B2B Computer Trading 

Exchange. Computer traders are able to 

meet with their customers and suppliers; 

and make new business contacts at the 

same time. The European Broker Meeting 

also offers the ability for traders to put a 

face to the company or business that 

they are already trading with.  

 www.TheBrokerSite.com has been organizing the European Broker Meeting since 2005 in cities like Paris, 

Amsterdam and Prague, going to a different city each meeting. This will be the 7th meeting and it is the first time 

(of surely many) to open its registration to a larger audience. 350 representatives are welcome to join us at the 

InterContinental Berlin.  



SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 

 

 As part of a long-lasting new tradition 

to support a Charity through The European 

Broker Meeting’s social responsibility 

program, we have chosen to support Action 

Duchenne. For every attendee registration 

made after September 1st we will donate 100 

Euro to Action Duchenne. Next to that we will 

dedicate Thursday night’s Gala Dinner to 

accumulate as many funds as possible!   

 

 100% of the funds raised for Action 

Duchenne through this year’s European 

Broker Meeting will go to fund “Pilot Trials 

Now”, funding clinical trials of existing drugs 

that show promise in the treatment of 

Duchenne. For the first time in the history of 

Duchenne, ground-breaking new therapies 

are being developed that show realistic hope 

and promise to thousands of kids world-wide 

living with this heartbreaking condition.  

For further information on Action Duchenne please go to  

www.ActionDuchenne.org and www.EuropeanBrokerMeeting.com 


